CENTRAL GAUTENG GOLF UNION SELECTION CRITERIA FOR REPRESENTATION
Mid-Amateur Inter Provincial Tournament
The following players will be selected for the Mid-Amateur IPT Team:
a) The top five (5) players from the CGGU Mid-Amateur Order of Merit will be automatically chosen
to represent the Union at the IPT event.
b) The CGGU Mid-Amateur Order of Merit final standings for selection purposes will be determined
immediately following the result of the Lowveld Mid-Amateur Open.
Note: A minimum of 5 SAGA (National) Order of Merit events needs to be played in order to
get an official ranking.
c) The team must include one PDI player and should one not have automatically qualified the
selection committee will select a player of colour at their discretion. Should a PDI player
automatically qualify under point (a) above, then this spot will become an additional wild card
selection.
d) In addition, two (2) wild card players may be selected by the Selection Committee outside of the
automatic spots. These 2 players can be selected regardless of their status on the SAGA Order of
Merit. Factors which may be considered are performances in the following events:
1.
2.
3.
4.

CGGU Mid-Amateur Open & Closed event
Mid-Amateur Teams event
Open Amateur events
CGGU Scratch & Mid-Amateur Leagues

e) In addition to the above criteria, the Selection Committee will also consider other relevant
factors such as golf etiquette, code of conduct and tournament behaviour.
f) As part of being selected, all players must be able to commit to the preparation programme
which will be presented to the selected team (Part of the preparation plan will be to travel to the
IPT venue in advance for a practice weekend should it be necessary)
The over-riding principle and goal is to select a winning team!
The purpose of this document is to provide a clear understanding for players and encourage player
participation. In no way is the intention to place unnecessary restrictions on the selection committee.
The interpretation of these rules and criteria is at the sole discretion of the CGGU Selection Committee
and their decision shall be final.
Final selection of the team rests with the Selection Committee of the Central Gauteng Golf Union and
they may alter the selection criteria as published at their discretion.

